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Why register a business?

Main public policy objectives generally are that governments register 
companies to ensure that their activities are in accordance with the 
existing legal framework
The main regulatory functions are:

to ensure tax collection, 
to minimise risks for the public of risky business (e.g. environmental 
concerns and adherence to public safety standards), 
to create legal entities which can be easily identified due to a unique 
name with rights and responsibilities (in case of e.g. bankruptcy or 
litigation among shareholders),
for statistical purposes, providing important information for the 
government on sectors, size, ownership of enterprises.



What is registered?

The different existing start-up procedures can be summarised in 
the following categories:

1. Screening procedures (e.g. notarise company deeds, open a 
bank account and deposit start-up capital, register company at 
Companies Registry);

2. Tax-related requirements (register for various taxes including 
VAT);

3. Labour/social security-related requirements (e.g. register with 
pension funds, register for social security, register for 
insurances);

4. Safety and health requirements (e.g. pass inspections and obtain 
certificates related to work safety, building, fire, sanitation, and 
hygiene);

5. Environment-related requirements (e.g. obtain environment 
certificate, register with the water management and water 
discharge authorities)



Monitoring is critical

• Objective: To identify issues and obstacles in the 
business environment and assess the impact of 
reforms

• Coverage, from viewpoint of business:
Duration
Staff time
Costs (official and unofficial)
Appeals possibilities
Overall satisfaction



Cost of Doing Business –
Registration procedures
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Perceptions differ:
government vs. entrepreneurs

1,312.64565.001,877.64128.930115143.9Commercial Court

96.0155.00151.01- 9.5301155.5Statistical Office

REGISTRATION
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Institution

- government templates – filled out by the relevant agencies
- example from Croatia, 2004
- difference between FIAS Administrative and regulatory 
cost survey and templates apparent



Approaches to simplification

one-stop shops (physical and electronic)
simplification of permits and license 
procedures
time limits for decision-making
measuring of administrative burdens 
(internal and external)
regulatory-compliance assistance for SMEs
increasing reliance on IT-based solutions

Adapted from: OECD, From Red Tape to Smart Tape, 2003



Recent reforms in the region

FIAS Admin barriers studies triggered reforms of 
the business entry procedures
Recent reforms focus on different aspects:

Agency for business registration – Serbia
Provisional business registry – Kosovo
Hitro.hr – Croatia
Bulgarian Investment Agency – Bulgaria
One stop shop – Moldova
etc.



Some adopted solutions
Online searchable database containing all existing business names
Single registration form handled through a one-stop shop; form 
available electronically at the OSS’ website
Registration body issues a single identification number for all 
government requirements
Registration body sends data to each government body on behalf of the 
registrant
Instructions are provided for how to fulfil other obligations, e.g. social 
security, pension insurance
Owners assume responsibility for conducting business legally by 
depositing their signature on the registration documents
Health and safety, and environmental authorities are alerted of the new 
business’ activities and can perform ex-post monitoring and 
enforcement at anytime in the future
the OSS may complete local registrations or instruct registrants of 
registrations and general approvals/license that may be necessary to 
start-up business.

Adapted from: Liliana de Sa: Business Registration Start-Up – A Concept Note, IFC, October 27, 2005



Reducing cost + 
enhancing efficiency

The following aspects reduce costs and enhance the 
efficiency of the generic streamlined model:

No or notional minimum capital requirement
No notarisations required
Silence is consent (e.g. if entrepreneurs have not 
heard from the government agency within a given 
number of days, approval is automatic and they may 
start their business operations or continue with 
subsequent procedures)
Electronic signatures are legally endorsed
Additional advantages of the business registry (e-tax 
administration etc.)



Reforms as strategic effort

Registration and business exit reforms as part of the 
strategic review and reforms of the business enabling 
environment
Holistic approach, engulfing many government agencies: 
top-down vision and implementation
Senior political champion and tailored teams of technical 
experts required
Significant legal and institutional changes; best when 
accompanied by an e-government reform
Engagement of private sector in close consultations 
(achievements later verified by results of business surveys)
Regional exchange of experience and solutions very useful



Challenges are many

General resistance to reforms – status quo always a 
preferred solution in the administration
Cutting out steps in the entry/exit process = reducing the 
number of procedures = reducing the number of public 
offices obstructions from these offices
Regulatory reforms sell well ahead of elections and the 
commitment fades away afterwards
Engagement of private sector – a potentially strong ally in 
the process; consultations must be well conducted and 
transparent
Possible short-term negative fiscal/fee income effects (if 
reforms are broader)
Some ex-post regulatory control in place to prevent re-
establishment of the procedures that were axed.



Thank you!

www.borisdivjak.com


